Direct observation of hole transfer from semiconducting polymer to carbon nanotubes.
Carbon nanotubes have been proven to play significant roles in polymer-based solar cells. However, there is intensive debate on whether carbon nanotube behaves as a donor or acceptor in the semiconducting polymer:carbon nanotube composite. In this paper, we report a direct observation via Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) that single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) behave as hole transporting channels in poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT)/SWNT heterojunctions. By comparing the surface potential (SP) change of SWNT in dark and under illumination, we observed that electrons are blocked from SWNT while holes are transferred to SWNT. This observation can be well-explained by our proposed band alignment model of P3HT/SWNT heterojunction. The finding is further verified by hole mobility measurement using the space charge limited current (SCLC) method. SCLC results indicate that the existence of small amount of SWNT (wt 0.5%) promotes device hole mobility to around 15-fold, indicating SWNT act as hole transfer channel. Our finding of hole transporting behavior of SWNT in P3HT/SWNT blend will provide a useful guidance for enhancing the performance of polymer solar cells by carbon nanotubes.